Principles of Coops Rules

Principles of Co-ops
“Competition has been shown to be useful up to a certain point
and no further, but cooperation, which is the thing we must
strive for today, begins where competition leaves off.”
-

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Game Overview:
This is a game for 3-4 players. The goal of the game is to cooperatively
navigate the challenges with running an agricultural business and by
Cooperation and communication outrun the negative market forces to
successfully create the first cooperative.

Materials:
Player Pieces:
4x – player screens (1 orange, 1 white, 1 black & 1 green) (Print as 40x
12 cm double sided)

4x - player meeples/pawns (1 orange, 1 white, 1 black & 1 green)
4x – player movement Discs (1 orange, 1 white, 1 black & 1 green)
4x - Player Time disc (1 orange, 1 white, 1 black & 1 green)
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Quick rules
reference

Overview:
3-4 players try and create
a cooperative.
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1x Game board ( print as 50 x 50 cm single sided)

24x – Dice
-

8 Red
8 yellow
8 blue

40x – Red Market forces discs
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Game Concepts:
Game Board
The game board is made up of spaces that create a maze-like structure
with 2 starting spaces and 4 goal spaces.
Each space has dice
requirements to move to
that space.

Fig. 1 Starting spaces (1)

Fig. 2 Goal Spaces (1)

When all players collectively reach the goal space, they have successfully
created the first cooperative. To navigate the board the players must
communicate and use their circumstances to their advantage.
Each space has a dice requirement to be able to move to that space. You
must have at least one dice behind your screen that matches to be able
to move to that space.

Fig. 3 to be able to move to the tile to the left you must either have a (1) four of any
color. Or (2) any blue dice. To be able to move to the tile to the right you must have at
least an (3) even die.

There is also a round overview printed on the board and a time track
with 26 spaces for keeping track of the teams’ time spent.

Fig. 4 (1) is the start space and (2) is the bankruptcy space. If any player reaches the
bankruptcy space all players lose the game together.
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Dice Pool
Each player will have a dice pool consisting of 6 dice. 2 red, 2 green &
2 blue. These are considered when deciding where to move. And are
used when checking if you can move and how much time is spent when
moving.
Each player has 6 Dice:
2 red, 2 green, 2 blue
Fig. 5 the players dice pool

Movement
You can move 0-3 spaces each round. The distance you move will affect
the number of re-rolls you get in the re-roll phase.
You can move 0-3 spaces.

Fig. 6 In this example the blue player can move: (1) 0 spaces and stay where they are.(2)
or (3) to move 1 space. (4) or (5) to move 2 spaces. (6) or (7) to move 3 spaces.
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Players sitting next to each other can never place their movement discs
on the same space. You can however move to a space where a players
meeple is located.

You cannot place
movement discs in the
same space as a plyer
sitting next to you

Fig. 7 In this example the Green
player can move to (1) and (2).
But not to (3) since the yellow
player is planning to move there
(as indicated by the yellow
movement disc). Not (4) either
because of having no dice that
match that criteria (any even
dice) and no re-rolls which
would mean to place there
would be an automatic failure.

To be able to move to that space you must have dice in you pool that
follows those requirements. Even if you meet the requirements you
must first total the values of you dice. Then compare them with the total
value of the dice that fits those criteria from the players sitting next to
you (separately). Only if you have the highest total value are you allowed
to move.
Fig. 8 in this example the green
player is moving to the (1) space with
a 2 and 5 of any color.
The green players dice (2) have two
5’s and three 2’s for a total of 16.
The black players dice (3) have one 5
and three 2’s for a total of 11.
The orange players dice (4) have one
5 and one 2 for a total of 7.
This means that the green player can
move because he has the highest
total value. Then compare the value
between himself and his neighbor
with the highest total (black with a
value of 11). In this case it’s 16 -11 =
5. Then look at the comparison chart
to see how much time is lost (in this
case 1 time).
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Before moving add your
dice together and
compare with your
neighbours.
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Time:
You as a group have a limited amount of time to create the cooperative
before you are forced to sell your land for economic reasons. To
symbolize this each time, you move you compare how “effective” you
were by looking at the difference between you dice total (of the dice
fitting the movement requirement) with the neighbor who were closest
to you. Then compare that to the chart on the game board to see how
many steps on the time track to move the time token. If the token ever
reaches the bankruptcy space the cooperative loses the game.

If you reach the last
space of the time track
you lose the game.

Market Forces
At the end of each turn market forces will move forwards and force you
to adapt or be swallowed up.
At the end of each turn place a Market forces disc on the space(s) closest
to the starting space that does not contain a market forces disc. If you
ever must place a market force token on a space with a player pawn all
players immediately loose the game.

If a player pawn is on the
same space as a Market
forces disk you lose the
game.

Player Screen
The player screen is used to hide the dice during the planning round and
to remind the players of how the game is played.

Contains a player aid.

Communication
There are some limitations to what you are allowed to say during the
game. You are never allowed to give any direct information regarding
what values your dice are. For example, you can never say “my yellow
dice are 5 & 6”. Not even “my yellow dice have a high value”.
You can however say something like: “you shouldn’t go to that space,
that’s a bad idea.” If you dice will make it difficult for someone to have
better dice than you at a specific challenge space.
During the re-roll phase all communication is forbidden.
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You can never give direct
information regarding
your dice.
You can give general
advice.
You may not talk during
the Re-roll phase.
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Set up:
1. Place the board in the middle of the table.
2. Place the time discs on the starting space of the time track.
3. Give each player a player screen, character meeple/pawn,
movement disc and 6 dice (2 of each color). And then each
player does the following:
a. put your character meeple on a starting space. There
can be at most 2 meeples on the same starting space.
b. Place the player screen in front of you.
c. Place your dice behind the screen
d. Place your movement disc beside you player screen
4. Put the market disc in a pile close to the game board
5. Take one market force disk and place it on the indicated space
on the board.
You are ready to start playing the game
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How to play:

Winning and losing:
You win together as a group if:
•

All players reach a Cooperative space with their
meeple.

You lose together as a group if:
•
•

Any players time Disc reaches the bankruptcy space.
Any player meeple is ever on the same space as a Market forces
disc

Round Overview

Win:
All players reach a goal
space.

Lose:
Any player reaches last
space on time track
Any player meeple is on
the same space as a
market forces disk.

The game is played over a series of rounds until either of the win/lose
conditions are achieved. Each round the players will do the following
phases in order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Roll Dice
Plan movement
Rerolls
Execute movement/pay time.
Place Market forces discs
Check Victory/loss.

1. Roll Dice:
Roll Dice behind Screen
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1. Roll Dice
All players roll their dice behind their player screens. Make sure only the
player can see their dice.

2. Plan Movement
During this phase the players will talk amongst themselves and decide
on where they want to move their Meeple. They show this by placing
the Movement disc on the space they want to move to. keeping in mind
the following restrictions:
•
•
•
•
•

Players may move 0 -3 spaces
Players may not move diagonally, only to spaces whose sides are
touching.
Players may choose to stay at the same space they are standing.
If so, they must still place their movement disc on that space.
Players who are sitting next to each other may not place their
movement disc on the same space
You may place your movement disc on spaces that contain other
players meeples.

You may change your mind and move the movement disc during the
entire planning phase as the decisions are not final until you enter the
next phase.

2. Plan movement:
Place your movement
disk on a space 0-3
spaces away.

See restrictions on the
left

Your decisions are not
final until you move to
the next phase

Movement Requirements:

2 Criteria:
-

Color
Value

You must have at least
one of all the dice criteria
on a space to be able to
move there.

Fig. 9 In this example the blue player can move: (1) 0 spaces and stay where they are.(2)
or (3) to move 1 space. (4) or (5) to move 2 spaces. (6) or (7) to move 3 spaces.
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Movement Requirements:
Each space of the game has movement requirements on them. The requirements have 2 criteria to
consider:

•
•

The color of the dice
o Red, green or blue
The Value of the dice
o 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
o Odds and even

When planning to move take the following into account

•

•
•

To be able to move you must
o Have at least one die in your pool that follows the requirements (valid dice) on the
space you want to move to
o The combined value of all valid dice in your pool must be higher than your
neighbors’ valid dice
The further you move the less re-rolls you will have available in the re-roll phase.
Keep in mind the communication restrictions outlined in the game concepts section

Fig. 10 In this example the Green player
can move to (1) and (2). But not to (3) since
the yellow player is planning to move there
(as indicated by the yellow movement disc).
Not (4) either because of having no dice
that match that criteria (any even dice) and
no re-rolls which would mean to place
there would be an automatic failure.
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3. Rerolls

2. Rerolls:

During this phase no communication is allowed.
Depending on how far you decided to move you get a specific number of
re-rolls to improve your dice.
•
•
•

If you stay on your tile you get two rerolls
If you move 1-2 spaces, you get one reroll
If you move 3 spaces, you get zero rerolls.

When rerolling you may reroll any number of dice for each reroll. You
must reroll all selected dice at once.

You may not talk during
this phase.
Number of rerolls
depend on number of
spaces you are trying to
move:
0 spaces – 2 Rerolls
1-2 spaces – 1 Reroll
3 spaces – 0 Rerolls

Fig. 11 in this example green would
get 2 re-rolls if he stayed on (1)
1 Re-roll if he moved to (2) or (3)
0 re-rolls if he moved to (4)
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Each reroll you can roll
any number of dice.
All dice must be rolled
simultaneously.
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4. Execute movement / Pay time
All players remove their screens making all their dice visible. Then each
player, one after the other, does the following:
1. compare dice
2. move player meeple
3. Pay time
Compare dice
Compare the combined value of your valid dice with the combined value
of your neighbors’ valid dice. When doing this comparison only consider
the requirements on the space that the active player is moving to.
To do this do the following steps:
1. The active player and their neighbors’ separate all the dice that
are valid for the destination space.
2. All players Add up the values of the separated dice to get their
movement value
3. Compare the movement values, first compare the active players
value with his neighbor to the left, then with his neighbor to the
right.

4. Execute movement:

Compare dice:
Choose an active player
That player and his/her
Neighbors combine the
values of the spaces dice
criteria.
Compare the active
players value with each
of his neighbors’ values.
First compare to the left,
then right

Move the player meeple

Move the player:

If your movement value is higher than both your neighbors individually,
you successfully move the meeple to the movement disc.

If higher than both:

If your movement value is the same or lower than either of your
neighbors’, you can not move, your meeple stays on its current space.
Then take your movement disc back and place it beside you player
screen.

You move you player
piece to the movement
disk
If Lower than either:
You stay where you are.

Then take back you
movement disk.
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Pay Time
Now compare your movement value to that of your neighbor with the
highest movement value. Calculate the difference between the
movement values. Depending on the difference move that players time
maker a number of spaces that corresponds to the following chart.
Difference

Number of spaces to
Move on the time track
0
4
1-2
3
3-4
2
5-6
1
7+
0
The chart can also be found on the game board / player screens.

Fig. 12 in this example the green player is moving to the (1) space with a 2 and 5 of any
color.
The green players dice (2) have two 5’s and three 2’s for a total of 16.
The black players dice (3) have one 5 and three 2’s for a total of 11.
The orange players dice (4) have one 5 and one 2 for a total of 7.
This means that the green player can move because he has the highest total value. Then
compare the value between himself and his neighbor with the highest total (black with a
value of 11). In this case it’s 16 -11 = 5. Then look at the comparison chart to see how
much time is lost (in this case 1 time).
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Pay Time
Compare active players
value with the neighbor
who has the highest
value.

 See chart on the Left
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5. Place market forces disks
Place a market force disk on each space that is adjacent to a space
already containing a Market force disk. This might mean multiple market
force disks should be placed in this phase.

6. Check for Victory/loss
Check if the victory or loss conditions apply.
If you win you have successfully created the first Cooperative and will
prosper as a result.
If you lose your businesses succumbed to the market forces and could
not stay afloat.
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5. Place Market Forces:
Place a market forces
disk on each space that is
adjacent to a space that
already contains a
market forces disk.
6. Victory/Loss:
Check to see if you win or
lose.

